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About This Game

Explore the sea with your boat and clear the islands infested of aliens by blowing up everything on your way ! Bungalows,
buildings, aliens installations and nests, do whatever it takes to clear the place from the alien presence !

Different kinds of aliens populating the islands including hordes of armored aliens with guns settled on different islands.
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Earn credits points by fighting the aliens and use them in your basement boat to resupply with ammunition, grenades,
medkits, bombs or to upgrade your weapons and perks !

Achievements to unlock with support for Xbox-like gamepads and Ultra HD resolution (4K).
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A cool little vr arcade game. Trippy and quirky. Worth 3 bucks (even if you only play it once or twice).. As a big fan of the 2nd
and 3rd Just Cause games I was looking forward to this and I want to forget it exists. A Glitchy mess of poorly designed
missions and undriveable vehicels. DO NOT BUY!. Mad max regendered. Absolutely charming, fluid, and fast-paced. There's
somewhat of a mechanics overload, as the player is expected to use a wide variety of weapons, some of which only situationally
due to a quirky control scheme. The number of weapons should be reduced because of that.

Otherwise, fans of this genre should enjoy this immediately.. Simulating monstorous disfigurement while procuring superlative
entertainment and invoking epiphanal awe.. Garbage. But guilty pleasure garbage,. This game is a stain on my otherwise perfect
steam library.. Details from < 1 hour played.

- Massively frustrating. Couldn't even complete the tutorial.
- Glitchy! Graphics sometimes just turn into rainbow lines if you look at the game funny.
- Doesn't handle alt-tabbing gracefully by any metric.
- No, you can't fit through that gap. No, seriously, don't even try unless you have two feet of clearance.
- Yes, your hand's hitbox is REALLY THAT BIG. Get used to having Shrek hands.
- If you bump an object up against a wall, you're stuck and might as well reset before you die.

Still worth the 75% off sale money, but not worth it at the normal price.
. Another content piece that came with the Croft Edition Extras.

Unlike the terrible looking 'Brocken' gear, at least the Golden Eagle is aesthetically pleasing and comes with a bow that's worth
using.

Still I cannot recommend aesthetic packs, even if they came with the game edition I purchased.
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You get what you pay for.
a fun but limited deathmatch game that has no one playing online

the bots you play against are way too easy and they cheat like crazy. unlimited boost, they tailgate you forever while airbraking.
they dont stall but you do.
 they are way too easy, very repetitive and only become dangerous in groups
(even on the hardest setting)

it could use better controller support,
allthough it works well enough using one.
the way they work make menu choices slow and tedious.
instead of jumping through the options,
a controller gives you a slow moving arrow as you use a mouse.
ingame they work well enough

the multiplayer part is dead, no one online

i give it a 6\/10 overall.
would be more if there actually was anyone online.

it's ok for some mindless fun. Its not as bad as people say. Sometimes its nice to chill and play this with a controller. Imgur +
Game Demo.

RTS/TD. Game is quite fun, bug free too.

Hoping for more content in the future.. Great puzzle platformer.. OK, so I have a 5 year old that I have learning how to read and
play the piano among other outside activities that we do. We cover a lot of the bases but we've been lacking on the math front.
Her mother is really skeptical about videogames and thinks it turns brains to mush. I went ahead and got this game for her and
have had her playing it while I make dinner.

Ah Yeah....She's become a math wizard!

What's great about this game is that she is learning while you as a parent can be partially passive getting things done around the
house but checking in to see if she needs help from time to time. I hate sticking my kids in front of the TV so I can get
downtime to get things done, but this just takes the guilt away.

The game itself feels a little reminiscent of angry birds with their cut scene when explaining the story, but the game play is its
own unique character. Endless ways to solving the math problems and it increases in difficulty in a very steady way for
developing minds. I highly recommend this game. It makes learning fun and having your kids not wanting to stop in this case, is
a great problem to have.

. i like it but the first thing i had to do was switch the keys cuz they didnt work but i fixed it. if you to get the game most maps
will be lagy. No full screen, a 3 stars system unclear and an undo button which doesn't work correctly (the falling construction
continue to move instead of restarting at the previous position). World of goo is better and offers more diversity.. This game in
it's current state is actually pretty good. The 20$ price tag is a bit heavy, however, for a game where you just
kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 It's pretty good. Needs more story and abilites (which I know are on the way) and this is
a totally solid game. Iw ould recommend buying this for the whole roadtrip.. Downvoted for inexcusably lazy VR port. I'm fine
with the game being a third person view; I'm fine with not making use of the spatial tracking of motion controls; I can forgive
the really weird switch to a 2D floating screen for cinematics; but trying to play a VR game with a keyboard *that you can't see
while wearing VR goggles* is just ridiculous. It would have been trivial for the developers to map controller inputs to keyboard
inputs, even without motion tracking, but they just couldn't be bothered. Nor did they make any effort at all to implement
known best practices for mitigating motion sickness.

Gameplay, puzzles, and storyline are OK, probably would have neither recommended nor warned against the standard version..
Love and missed this game so glad that its on Steam.
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Change in Release Date:
The release date for Laser Maze has changed, due to the Steam Winter sale. The Steam Winter sale will greatly reduce the
launch publicity of Laser Maze, so it will be released after the sale. The sale ends on January 3rd, so the current release date for
Laser Maze is January 4th. The release date is still subject to change.. Laser Maze Comupter Patch:
I've released a new patch for Laser Maze: The Comupter Patch!

-Fixed screen size glitch on some computers. (This caused the computers, menu, cursor, and some visual effects to be scaled
incorrectly when used with some displays.)
-Made it so tutorial text no longer says "comupter". Whoops.
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